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LICHTKANAL 070 Lighting

System

LICHTKANAL is available in several variations. The 
diffuser is in form of different acrylic profiles for various 
lighting tasks. All Lichtkanal sizes are characterized 
by their continuously illuminated surface. Individual 
solutions, e.g. wall-ceiling or wall-edge solutions can 
be designed.
• acrylic diffuser profile with snap-in technique
• highest-quality aluminum profile
• various suspension systems available as accessories

LK
Family Finish Profile size Input voltage

LK70 70mm ( 2.76”) L  1100lm/ft

Mounting Insert CCT Performance

IP
403-0/4-0 

jbox mount
Ø 5.0” 
plate

59.1”
max.US LED

standard

example...

PC WDTNRS RNTC

Notes: *4' is the smallest length for all sizes
*13' is the longest length for all sizes

Driver

wall

trimless

recess with trim - for drywall
recess w/out trim - for drywall
recess with trim - for concrete
recess w/out trim - for concrete
recess suspended ceiling w/trim IP54
recess w/trim IP54 - for concrete
recess w/out trim IP54 - for concrete
pendant - cables included
pendant direct/indirect dual chambers - 
cables incl
pendant IP54 - cables included surf ceiling 
surface ceiling
surface ceiling IP54
wall direct (downlight)
wall direct (uplight)
wall direct/indirect
wall direct IP54

27        2700K
30        3000K
35        3500K
40        4000K

S    silver
B    black
W   white

N    non-dim
A    0-10V

120   120V
277   277V
U      universal

Run Length

LK
Family Finish Profile size Input voltageMounting Insert CCT Performance Driver Run Length

LK070 PC 40 L S A U 12'

*4'
5'
6'
7'
8'
9'

10'
11'
12'

ceiling recessed

ceiling
surface

mounted

ceiling
surface pendant

into fair-faced concrete, 
plaster ceilings or 

plasterboard  

with trim

direct/
indirect

light distribution 

direct
(uplight)

direct
(downlight)

light distribution 

direct/
indirect

direct
(downlight)

RT
RNT
RTC
RNTC
RST
RT54
RNT54
PC
PDIDC

P54C
S
S54
WD
WI
WDI
WD154
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